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My name is Doc Bayne,s retired park Ranger,

Environmental Educator, Historian of Sterlins Forest
state pa rkr 5 KK'tr#{ffi";;;K AY;K!5"0
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-what airport are they talking about????? RC club
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The park is nofTgoodTtace for the easino.

Sterling Forest state Park was created for the
preservation of the forest and animals.

lnsects are attracted to bright lights.

Bats are attracted to the insects.

owls are attracted to the insects and bats

Frogs and toads are attracte{ to the insects under the
lights.
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With all of this light attraction extermination wilt
follow because the insects will bother people in the
area, bats and owls will start nesting in the forest and
on the buildings.
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With the presents of these creatures the
management will start spraying for insects and killing
the bats and owls nesting on the property.
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Animals eating the poisoned creatures will die not to
mention all the animal, birds, reptiles and amphibians
that depend on the insects throughout the park for
food will star\re because the insects will abandon the
park property to go to the lights.

More points of concern are the wetlands creatures
that will be poisoned by the runoff of chemicals from
the spraying of pesticides, herbicides and gas and oil
from vehicles in the parking lots and roads, also the
road kill that will happen in the park due to the large

amount of traffic that will be drawn to the casillo.
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DON'T DO IT !!!


